
 

 

Path Descriptions for Roverway 2024 
SK01: The Swedish path! 

Entry point Kragenäs Myren 3, 457 91 
Tanumshede, Sweden 

Static/dynamic 
Static 

Running water Other water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity No access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Moderate 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required no special skills required 

This is the path for you who wants to experience a typical Swedish summer camp in the 
heart of Sweden! We will have a basecamp that we'll do excursions from, both to nature and 
to a city. There will always be stuff to do at the basecamp, traditional games, water activities 
and other fun activities as well. We'll guide you through Swedish campfires, Swedish food 
and other Swedish traditions, such as Midsummer. So come join us and experience two 
nordic countries.  
 
 
SK02: SpOvAlGre 

Entry point Gurrevej 322, 3000 Helsingør, 
Danmark 

Static/dynamic 
Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Cultural landscape 

Electricity Access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Moderate 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required no special skills required 

SpOvAlGre is a campsite in collaboration between Danish, Swedish, and Norwegian scouts. 
For Rovers/Clan Scouts they will have their own community with their own theme and 
activities. However, some activities will still be done together with the rest of the camp. As a 
participant at SpOvAlGre, you will be challenged and pushed out of your comfort zone. You 
will be asked to work together with scouts from other countries, in new and challenging 
environments where "innovation", "quick thinking", and "learning by doing" will be utilized. 
There will be both time to connect in your patrol and with your new scout friends. Hopefully, 
you will discover new sides of yourself both alone and with others on the camp and activities. 
Participants should be prepared to sleep outside, cook over an open fire, build structures 
with ropes and poles, and much more that creates the essence of "Nordic scouting". 
 
 
TR01: Discover Trondheim 

Entry point Trondheim S, 7010 Trondheim Static/dynamic Dynamic 

Running water Other water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity Access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Challenging 



 

 

Accessibility sight, hearing, quiet room Experience required Swimming, Hiking 

Welcome to Trondheim, one of Norway's biggest and oldest cities. In this path you will get a 
blend between cultural depths and natural beauty, offering participants a memorable and 
diverse experience of Trondheim. 
Participants will get to explore the majestic Nidaros Cathedral, an architectural masterpiece 
and a symbolic building for Norwegian history.  
The last two days offer a scenic hike in Trondheim's city forest. Participants will experience 
Norwegian rover scouting traditions through hands-on activities, teamwork, and outdoor 
adventures, an opportunity to forge strong bonds. Some other activities to look forward to 
are paintball, canoeing, a visit to the science center, and a puzzle hunt in downtown 
Trondheim. 
 
 
TR02: Rypetoppen Adventure Park 

Entry point Meråker station, 7530 Meråker Static/dynamic Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity Access to electicity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Water toilet Physical activity Challenging 

Accessibility quiet room Experience required no special skills required 

Visit one of the largest and safest climbing parks in Norway! 
The climbing park is idyllically situated in scenic surroundings with forests, mountains and 
water on all sides. Here you can hover in zip lines over the water while enjoying the beautiful 
Brudesløret waterfall.  
Our climbing park has 22 climbing trails in trees and rocks, including 28 zip lines. The 
lengths of the zip lines varies from 30 to 320 meter. The trails have different heights and 
degrees of difficulty. Better health and motor development is a part of what we offer.  
You'll also be able to try canoe and SUP (Stand-Up Paddleboarding) paddling, as well as 
some great hiking trails in the area.  
 
 
 
 
TR03: Røros - a dive into mining history 

Entry point Røros stasjon Static/dynamic Static 

Running water Other water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity No access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Moderate 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required no special skills required 

Join us in taking a dive into Røros’ rich history. Røros, a UNESCO world heritage site, is a 
mountain village with a history in copper mining all the way back to the 17th century. On this 
path you’ll get to learn about the mining history, see the old mining caves and walk in the old 
town. You’ll also get to hike around the Circumference, see the Kvitsandan-“desert” and 
enjoy the summer days in Bergstaden. 



 

 

 
 
TR04: The pilgrimage to Nidaros 

Entry point Svorkmo, Orkanger Static/dynamic Dynamic 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity Access to electicity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Very challenging 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required Hiking 

Nidarosdomen, a world famous pilgrimage site in Trondheim where people traveled far and 
further during the middle ages to the present day. Today the route is still walked by several 
as a culturally and historically rich route going through Norway’s valleys and mountains. On 
this path you’ll get to hike the last few days of the route. Starting at Svorkmo in Orkanger 
you’ll have three days of hiking ahead of you.  
On the last day the participants will reach Trondheim and the final destination of 
Nidarosdomen. The day will be spent getting a tour in Nidarosdomen and getting to 
experience Trondheim city. 
 
 
TR05: Trollheimen  

Entry point gjevilvasshytta Static/dynamic Dynamic 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Mountainous 

Electricity No access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Very challenging 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required Hiking 

Trollheimen, directly translated to The home of trolls, is a beautiful mountainous area located 
in the middle of Norway. Here you get high alpine mountains and beautiful valleys. On this 
path you’ll start with a day on Rauøra in Gjevilvassdalen, a sand bitch in between the 
mountains. The next days will be spent hiking from cabin to cabin in the mountains. This will 
be long hikes in mountainous terrain, carrying our gear. Maybe we’ll find some cloudberries 
on the way, also known as the mountain gold. We will sleep in tents next to the cabins 
before we hike back down to Gjevilvassdalen where we end our mountain adventure. 
 
 
IN01: URØRT: Pristine paths and biking 

Entry point Sølndalsveien 265, 2560 
Alvdal 

Static/dynamic 
Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Mountainous 

Electricity Access to electicity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Water toilet Physical activity Very challenging 

Accessibility movement, quiet room Experience required Cycling, Hiking 

In Alvdal you find the URØRT's lodge with access to a unique network of mountain bike trails 
and gravel roads. Located at the foot of the mountains, next to a fantastic canyon and at the 



 

 

trailhead for plenty of trails there is no better place to experience mountain biking in Norway! 
You'll get to have a day testing the bike and equipment before a once in a lifetime biking 
experience in the trails. There will also be a day of hiking in the area, going swimming in a 
canyon and a visit to the famous canyon Jutulhogget. 
 
For this path it is expected that the participants have some experience with off-road and 
mountain biking. 
 
 
IN02: Tron Youth Centre 

Entry point Tylldalsveien 689, 2500 Tynset Static/dynamic Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity Access to electicity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Water toilet Physical activity Moderate 

Accessibility movement, quiet room Experience required no special skills required 

A week full to the brim of outdoors activities in beautiful Norwegian forests awaits you at 
Tron Youth Centre at Tynset. Hikes in the forests, mountains and to the tops. A climbing 
jungle, ropeway, trampolines, cycle paths, swimming areas, football field, beach volleyball 
field, and brand new frisbee golf course. Everything you could dream of on a path together 
with your future friends!  
 
 
IN03: Hiking Jotunheimen 

Entry point Gjendesheim Gjendebåtene, 
Gjendevegen 244, 2680 Vågå 

Static/dynamic 
Dynamic 

Running water Natural water access Terrain Mountainous 

Electricity No access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Very challenging 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required Hiking 

Welcome to the beautiful national park Jotunheimen! On this Path we are going to be in the 
Norwegian mountains. Firstly we are going to take a boat to the first location. The following 
days we are going to climb mountain tops and walk across a spectacular mountain ridge with 
steep walls on both sides and a fantastical view. We will be sleeping in tents and walk 25 
kilometers over two days in challenging terrain over Bukkelægret and Besseggen.  
You have to bring a tent yourself, and we will recommend tents that fit 3-6 people. But we 
are going to sleep nearby cottages, so that we can use the hygiene facilities there. Food will 
be prepared in patroles outdoors on storm-kitchens.  
 
 
IN04: Around Mjøsa 

Entry point Gjøvik skysstasjon, 2821 
Gjøvik 

Static/dynamic 
Dynamic 

Running water Other water access Terrain Urban 



 

 

Electricity No access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Moderate 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required no special skills required 

From urban city life to some of the oldest parts of Norwegian history, this path offers the full 
Norwegian experience. We seek to give you a once in a lifetime adventure through a variety 
of activities, both on land and on water. The path starts in Gjøvik, a city in the heart of 
Norway, and as a participant you will experience the unique mixture of nature and urbanity in 
the area. The world's oldest paddle steamer in service, “Skibladner”, will take you from 
Gjøvik to the cultural capital Lillehammer and give you an unique trip along “Mjøsa”, 
Norway's largest lake. In Lillehammer you will explore both an Olympic and historically 
important city. So, what are you waiting for? Come join us here in the Innlands! 
 
 
IN05: Roland - a take on young leadership 

Entry point Nordtangen nasjonale 
speidersenter, Horgenmoen 
86, 2750 Gran 

Static/dynamic 

Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity Access to electicity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Water toilet Physical activity Moderate 

Accessibility movement, quiet room Experience required no special skills required 

Young leadership is a key element in Norwegian scouting and therefore we focus on 
educating our scouts from a young age to become leaders.  Roland is held by the Norwegian 
YWCA-YMCA scouts for scouts between 14 and 16 years old. The goal of the course is that 
the participants develop as patrol leaders and learn skills that will help them lead their own 
patrols. The course consists of among other things advanced pioneering, first aid, 
orienteering and instruction techniques. We have adapted Roland to be a path for Roverway 
where you can experience one of the best courses we have for our young leaders here in 
Norway! During Roland you will get to test the patrol system yourself by working together in 
international patrols. You will get the opportunity to develop practical skills through learning 
by doing and participating in discussions about young leadership and how to develop young 
leaders. 
 
 
IN06: Make a mini jamboree! 

Entry point Nordtangen nasjonale 
speidersenter, Horgenmoen 
86, 2750 Gran 

Static/dynamic 

Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity Access to electicity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Water toilet Physical activity Easy 

Accessibility movement, quiet room Experience required no special skills required 

You will get to experience the national campsite of the YMCA-YWCA Scouts of Norway, 
here you will experience the amazing Norwegian nature in different ways. There will be day-



 

 

hikes in the forest and canoeing in the nearby lake. In addition to this you will experience lots 
of collaborative activities within your tropp (groups of 50 scouts) and patrols and to really get 
to know Norway you’ll go to a supermarket to buy groceries.  
 
IN10: Winter Olympics in the Summer! 

Entry point Lillehammer stasjon Static/dynamic Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Urban 

Electricity Access to electicity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Water toilet Physical activity Easy 

Accessibility movement, hearing Experience required no special skills required 

Lillehammer is well-known for hosting the Olympic games in 1994, 30 years ago this year. 
This summer you can experience a path inspired by the Olympic games. During the path we 
will visit the olympic museum, test the bob-tracks, go on a hike to the Olympic skiing arena 
and maybe even test some skiing. We will also be visiting the Lillehammer town’s main 
street and go swimming in Mjøsa, but the absolute highlight of this path is the day we make 
our very own Olympic games! Join us in becoming Olympians this summer! 
 
 
IN12: Try a Norwegian Haik/Adventure 

Entry point Gjøvik stasjon Static/dynamic Static/dynamic 

Running water Natural water access/Water 
scsess 

Terrain 
Forest/low mountains 

Electricity No access to electricity/Ful 
acsess 

Sleeping 
Tent/indoor 

Toilets No toilet/toilet/shower facilitues Physical activity Moderate/Challenging 

Accessibility 
Hearing, quiet room 

Experience required no special skills 
required/swimming 

Next summer The Guides and scouts of Norway will be having their national jamboree in 
Gjøvik and you can get ahead of us in joining this path. This path will take you on various 
hikes or haiker as we like to call them, and there will be a perfect fit for everyone. You can 
try hikes that are challenging 3 day hikes, canoe hikes, overnight hikes or easier day trips in 
terrain of forests or urban areas around Gjøvik. Here you can get a taste of the concept 
Norwegian Haik together with new friends. And who knows, maybe you’ll make your return 
to Norway already next summer for Speidernes Landsleir? 
 
 
IN13: The Old Kings Route over Dovre 

Entry point Kongsvoll stasjon Static/dynamic Dynamic 

Running water Natural water access Terrain Mountainous 

Electricity No access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Challenging 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required Hiking 



 

 

On this Path, you will follow in the footsteps of pilgrims, musks and trolls. We will hike along 
the pilgrim's path between Trondheim and Oslo through the mountain terrain of Dovre. In 
doing so you may see the musk - a wild animal that lived in Norway before the last ice age 
(more than 30 000 years ago). The musk was reintroduced to the area in the early nineteen 
hundreds. Another creature, with no need for reintroduction to this area, is also known to 
roam Dovre. This is a creature of mythical descent with eyes the size of dinner plates - we 
are of course referring to trolls.  
 
The plan is to travel between 10 - 15 km per day with a maximum incline of 200 meters. This 
will leave us with plenty of time to set camp, prepare good meals, explore more nature and 
get acquainted with other rovers and rangers.  
 
 
IN14: Tour De Dovre 

Entry point Hjerkinn stasjon Static/dynamic Dynamic 

Running water Natural water access Terrain Mountainous 

Electricity No access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Challenging 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required Cycling 

As the name suggests this is a cycling path, but it will take you through one of the most 
beautiful valleys of Norway, Grimsdalen. On our bicycles we will cycle up on the mountains 
of Dovre and into the valley separating two of Norway's national parks. We will sleep in our 
tents on campsites and move through the valleys on our bicycles. One of the day we will 
spend hiking in the mountains before continuing our cycling adventure down from the 
mountains.  
 
The road we will cycle on will be a paved and gravel road. It is accessible by car. 
 
 
IN15: To the tops of Rondane 

Entry point Mysuseter Static/dynamic Dynamic 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Mountainous 

Electricity No access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Very challenging 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required Hiking 

Let’s go up to the top! This path takes place in beautiful Rondane, Norway’s oldest national 
park filled with mountains all around. We will use a campsite at a cabin of the Norwegian 
Trekking Association (DNT) as our basecamp and take day trips to both mountain tops and 
valleys. You’ll get to experience breathtaking views after some challenging mountain hikings. 
If you are feeling adventurous, take a dip in the fresh lake after long days in the mountains.  
 
 
ØS02: The refugee route to Sweden 



 

 

Entry point Årnes Stasjon, 2150 Årnes Static/dynamic Dynamic 

Running water Natural water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity No access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets No toilet Physical activity Very challenging 

Accessibility Hearing Experience required Swimming, Hiking 

Walk the refugee-route from WW2. This path will be a 80 km walk, including  canooing, 
following part of a route refugees used when they fled the germans during World War II.  
First day of path will be a short canooing-trip to Nes kirkeruiner. Nes kirkeruiner is ruins of a 
church built in 1130. It is located where the two largest river in Norway meets. The first night 
will be around  Nes kirkeruiner, which is known as the second most haunted place in 
Norway. Day 2 will be canoeing to Årnes, and a walk to the cabin of the local scout group. 
The night will be spent near the cabin. Day 3-5 will be a walk through the forest and following 
the refugee-route. The nights wil be spent in the forest enroute to the endpoint in Sweden. 
The path will mostly be on terrain-roads. 
 
Participants must be able to walk a total of 80 km, carrying their own tent and sleeping bags, 
and some of their own food. Sleeping arrangements will be in tents, hammock or open air. 
There will be guides that gives historical perspective on this path.  
 
 
ØS03: Drammen 

Entry point Frydenhaugveien 17, 3041 
Drammen 

Static/dynamic 
Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Urban 

Electricity Access to electicity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Water toilet Physical activity Moderate 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required no special skills required 

Welcome to Drammen and a part of the pilgrim route from Tønsberg to Nidaros. Join us to 
visit the medieval church in Skoger, dedicated to St. Olaf. The church has a special feature 
to it that it has in common with only one other church in Norway, Nidaros Cathedral. It is built 
over a body of water. We will also visit Huseby, where St.Hallvard grew up.  
Drammen was founded on the timber trade with large parts of Europe, and you will get to 
know the city's seafaring history and some of the famous families. 
During the week we will also visit the scout cabin Risebu in Austadmarka nature reserve, the 
town hall and walk in the canyon Kjøsterudjuvet. 
 
 
ØS04: Tour of Eidsvoll 

Entry point Eidsvoll verk stasjon Static/dynamic Dynamic 

Running water Natural water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity No access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets No toilet Physical activity Moderate 



 

 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required Hiking 

Hello and welcome to Eidsvoll! 
We are so happy to have you with us and we want to share our small places history with 
you. On the first day of the path we will meet and get to know know each other. The next 
days we will learn about the history of Eidsvoll and why its so important in the Norwegian 
history. As the place where the Norwegian Constitution was signed in 1814, Eidsvoll Manor 
House is one of Norway’s most important national symbols. We also want to take everyone 
out on a little hike to explore our beautiful nature and lakes. The physical activity level is 
considered light. 
 
 
ØS05: Hiking in Romerike 

Entry point Kløvberget, Nannestad Static/dynamic Static 

Running water Natural water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity No access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets No toilet Physical activity Moderate 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required Swimming, Hiking 

This path will take us through primeval forests and over beautiful Norwegian lakes. We will 
live in the forest with one of a kind surroundings. In the forest you will learn about the 
Norwegian way of scouting, and how we can pretty much wander wherever we want. You 
will get a taste of Norwegian culture, scouting and using a canoe as a way of getting around 
and about. We will feast on Norwegian dishes and on essential hiking food (if you ask us). 
We will together hike through beautiful nature in the Marifjell nature reserve in Nannestad. 
Join us in what we consider an arena for developing new friendships, nourish old ones and 
exploring nature together in harmony. 
 
 
ØS06: Activism with YMCA YWCA Global 

Entry point Oslo S - Oslo Central Station Static/dynamic Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Urban 

Electricity Access to electicity Sleeping Indoors 

Toilets Water toilet Physical activity Easy 

Accessibility movement, quiet room Experience required no special skills required 

Join us as we learn more about global injustice, climate change, and gender justice! Through 
workshops, games, and tours in the city center of Oslo we´ll explore how each one of us can 
contribute towards creating a better world. YMCA YWCA Global will introduce you to their 
work on activism in different parts of the society. 
 
ØS07: Paddling around! 

Entry point Nesparken 11, 1530, Moss Static/dynamic Dynamic 

Running water Natural water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity No access to electricity Sleeping Tent 



 

 

Toilets No toilet Physical activity Moderate 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required Swimming 

The path will take place in Vansjø, a long riverlike lake, in Østfold. 
We will be sleeping on an island, in tents or under tarps, and the main activity will be 
canoeing, we will do some safety training, beaver safari, and a lot of water based activities. 
including a longer canoe haik of differing length based on what the participants are 
comfortable with. 
At the end of the path we will spend the last day in the nearby city where we will sleep in a 
park in the middle of the city, and do some sightseeing around the city. 
 
ØS08: Tredalen - Camp in the Norwegian archipelago 

Entry point Tredalveien 1684, 1684 
Vesterøy 

Static/dynamic 
Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity Access to electicity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Water toilet Physical activity Moderate 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required Swimming 

Experience the beautiful coastal region known as Hvaler. We will stay at the Norwegian 
Scout Associations' scout center right by the sea. We will do activities like canoeing in the 
archipelago, have campfires, pioneering, go swimming, make crafts and other fun camp 
activities. Join us for a fun week in this idyllic campsite together with new friends!.  
 
ØS09: WAGGGS Leadership 

Entry point Ingelsrud Farm DA, 
Slettmovegen 30, 2232 Tobol 

Static/dynamic 
Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity Access to electicity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Easy 

Accessibility quiet room Experience required no special skills required 

World Association of Girl Guides and Girls Scouts (WAGGGS) developed its own leadership 
model with 6 leadership mindsets that you will be working on (reflective mindset, 
collaborative mindset, worldly mindset, creative and critical thinking mindset, gender equality 
mindset and responsible action mindset). In the path you will discover in details and practise 
these leadership mindsets that can be used in scouting/guiding and also at work or school. 
On the path and at the end we will encourage you to create a project that you can use back 
home in our group. We want to prepare you to take the lead in your lives and be 
changemakers in the societies. No physical effort needed for the path. 
 
 
ØS10: WAGGGS Environment 

Entry point Ingelsrud Farm DA, 
Slettmovegen 30, 2232 Tobol 

Static/dynamic 
Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Forest 



 

 

Electricity Access to electicity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Easy 

Accessibility quiet room, sight Experience required no special skills required 

World Association of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts (WAGGGS) is giving a lot of importance to 
making this world a better place, especially in regards to our environment. They have 
developed many tools that you can use (for example sustainable camps) and we will explore 
that in more detail. We will also discuss what does sustainability actually mean to us and 
take some time to connect with the community in Stavanger and make it more 
environmentally friendly. On top, we will discover more about climate change and prepare to 
take action. We will together explore the issues on weather, gender equality, water, animals 
& planet, livelihoods, health and freedom based on WAGGGS Girl-lead action on climate 
change resources. No physical effort needed for the path. 
 
 
ØS11: WAGGGS Adaptive and inclusive outdoor adventure 

Entry point Ingelsrud Farm DA, 
Slettmovegen 30, 2232 Tobol 

Static/dynamic 
Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity Access to electicity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Easy 

Accessibility quiet room Experience required no special skills required 

The outdoors and adventure are for everyone! Our pathway is for those with and without 
disabilities who want to try adaptive sports and learn how to make adventurous activities in 
Scouting and Guiding more inclusive. Based in one camp location with an overnight 
canoe/kayak trip. We will use our time in the outdoors to learn about and do different 
adaptive sports and activities, put the therapeutic recreation model into practice, and discuss 
ideas for supporting more Scouts and Guides to access and take leadership roles in the 
outdoors and adventure. 
Average level of fitness as well as good outdoor clothing and a willingness to try new things 
are needed! 
 
ØS12: WAGGGS Advocacy - Speak Out for Her World  

Entry point Kampåvegen 248, 2170 
Fenstad 

Static/dynamic 
Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity Access to electicity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Water toilet Physical activity Easy 

Accessibility quiet room Experience required no special skills required 

World Association of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts (WAGGGS) is giving a strong emphasis on 
advocating for girls and women's rights and speaking out for change. We will be learning 
about advocacy, how to be brave in a public space and make yourself heard. We will 
connect with some local advocacy groups of Norway and practise good communications 
skills with them and how to advocate for what you are passionate about. We will present all 



 

 

the organisations where guides and scouts are already active advocates (UN, youth 
organisations,…) and give you examples of our work. At the end of the path we will create a 
project on how you can make a meaningful change by influencing people and taking the right 
decisions. No physical effort needed for the path. 
 
 
ØS13: WAGGGS Mental Health and Confidence Building - Free Being Me 

Entry point Kampåvegen 248, 2170 
Fenstad 

Static/dynamic 
Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity Access to electicity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Water toilet Physical activity Easy 

Accessibility quiet room Experience required no special skills required 

World Association of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts (WAGGGS) has a history on working with 
wellbeing for their members, especially connected with body confidence and also recently 
during and after COVID on mental health. This path will explore tools and activities to 
improve health and wellbeing through art/music therapy, meditation, mindfulness, and 
confidence building. We will tackle some of the stereotypes around appearance on and off 
social media to feel confident and reaching your full potential. Path will be based in 
Stavanger and surroundings, no physical effort needed for the path 
 
ØS18: Mountain of Hardangervidda 

Entry point Haugastøl stasjon Static/dynamic Dynamic 

Running water Natural water access Terrain Mountainous 

Electricity No access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Very challenging 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required Hiking 

We will be doing an actve hike at hardangervidda where we will carry heavy backpacks 
walking approx between 15 to 20 km every day and sleeping in tents, cooking food outdoor 
on coockingstove. This is a very active hike where you need to be in a very good condition 
and are familiar with mountainhiking. All the equipment needed will be carried by yoursef/ 
the patrol but the pathleaders will make sure to provide you at the arrival with food/gas.  
 
ØS19: The simple outdoors life 

Entry point Ås stasjon, Brekkeveien 4, 
1430 Ås 

Static/dynamic 
Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity Access to electicity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Moderate 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required no special skills required 

Path in Ås, Follo. Close to nature and agriculture. In facts the Norwegian University of the 
Environment and Life Sciences is here. We will be exploring the lokal nature, have activiteies 



 

 

with focus on sustanebility outdoors. Get to know nature on gruond level and pratice 
bushcraft/suvival skills. You will also get to see how the lokal scout gruop practice their 
everday Scouting and visit/stay by their cabin. Here we can cook a local snack called 
"Vaffler"(Norwegian waffels). We will also spend to days in a lager nature area on a lake 
called "Langen". here we will practice using the canoes for water activities. And plan a day 
hike using canoes. We will have to campfires outside, and a International evening, were we 
invite you to bring som lokal dish/snack or a typical thing from your contries/scout group. 
There will be swimming oppourtonities on our day trips to the lake. 
 
 
ØS20: Campsite of Kvernmoen  

Entry point Holmegill, 1798 Aremark, 
Norway 

Static/dynamic 
Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity Access to electicity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Water toilet Physical activity Easy 

Accessibility movement, quiet room Experience required no special skills required 

During this path you’ll experience being in two different countries on the same path, as you’ll 
day-hike to Sweden one of these days. In addition to that there will be canoeing in the 
nearby lake, different types of games, crafts and pioneering around the campsite.  
 
 
ØS21: The Norwegian Heavy Water Sabotage 

Entry point Rjukan rutebilstasjon Static/dynamic Static 

Running water Not yet known Terrain Mountainous 

Electricity Not yet known Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Not yet known Physical activity Moderate 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required Hiking 

The sabotage of the hydropowerworks at Rjukan were a set of four military operations led by 
allied forces with the goal of stopping the Germans from accessing heavy water for use in 
atom bombs during the second world war. Learn the history of the operations at the site 
itself. Rjukan also has more to offer. One of the days will be spent hiking up to Gaustatoppen 
where you have spectacular views and can see one sixth of Norway on a good day. Join us 
for some amazing stories and views at Rjukan! 
 
 
ØS23: Breivoll campsite 

Entry point Halsnes friluftssenter, 1970 
Hemnes 

Static/dynamic 
Static 

Running water Not yet known Terrain Forest 

Electricity Not yet known Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Not yet known Physical activity Easy 



 

 

Accessibility quiet room Experience required no special skills required 

During the path on Breivoll you’ll get to experience the beautiful Oslo Fjord both from the 
campsite and the canoe-activities on the path. There will also be day-hikes to explore the 
forest around the area of the path. One of the days we will do the big trade game, an 
educational game regarding world trade. 
 
 
VE01: The old postal route from Fjærland to Veitastrond 

Entry point Supphelledalen, Fjærland Static/dynamic Dynamic 

Running water Natural water access Terrain Mountainous 

Electricity Partial access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets 
Compost toilet 

Physical activity Very challenging 
 

Accessibility hearing Experience required Swimming, Hiking 

Dear rovers 
This hard and challenging path will take us through my great great grandfather's postal 
route, starting with a 4 km hike going straight up to 1000 meters above sea level to walk on 
the Supphelle blue ice glacier itself! The next day we will visit the Book Town and the 
Norwegian Glacier Museum where we will learn about the glaciers we are surrounded by 
and the climate change. Continuing the next day with a 15-20 km hike across a mountain 
pass over 900 meters above sea level, and then down to Veitastrond. The final day we are 
canoeing 15 km on the Veitastrond lake. 
 
(You need to be used to walking on natural and rocky mountain paths and difficult terrain for 
the above mentioned distances and elevation.We all have to carry a day hiking backpack.) 
 
 
VE02: The old postal route from Veitastrond til Fjærland 

Entry point Ugulsvik, Veitastrondsvatnet, 
Luster 

Static/dynamic 
Dynamic 

Running water Natural water access Terrain Mountainous 

Electricity Partial access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Very challenging 

Accessibility hearing Experience required Swimming, Hiking 

Dear rovers 
This hard and challenging path will take us through my great great grandfather's postal 
route, starting with 15 km canoeing on the Veitastrond lake. Continuing the next day with a 
15-20 km hike across a mountain pass over 900 meters above sea level, and then down to 
Fjærland where we are staying for 2 days. The first day we will visit the Book Town and the 
Norwegian Glacier Museum where we will learn about the glaciers we are surrounded by 
and the climate change. The last day we are going to hike 4 km going straight up to 1000 
meters above sea level to walk on the Supphelle blue ice glacier itself!  
 



 

 

(You need to be used to walking on natural and rocky mountain paths and difficult terrain for 
the above mentioned distances and elevation.We all have to carry a day hiking backpack.) 
 
 
VE03: Norwegian traditional culture and cuisine  

Entry point Stasjonsvegen 5, 5704 
Vossevangen 

Static/dynamic 
Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Cultural landscape 

Electricity Access to electicity Sleeping Indoors 

Toilets Water toilet Physical activity Easy 

Accessibility movement, hearing, quiet room Experience required no special skills required 

Welcome to a path in beautiful Voss, in the western part of Norway. The small village Voss 
has a rich nature and culture that we wish to share with you. We will focus on traditions, 
culture, local food-experiences, and checking out the cosy centrum of Voss. Those brave 
enough can even try Smalahove (google it!).  
This is not a physically demanding path, but for those more interested in experiencing local 
life and having a good time! 
 
 
VE05: Mountains and valleys 

Entry point Trollveggen besøkssenter, 
Åndalsnes 

Static/dynamic 
Dynamic 

Running water Other water access Terrain Mountainous 

Electricity No access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets No toilet Physical activity Challenging 

Accessibility hearing Experience required Hiking 

This path is a physically challenging adventure that takes you through some of the most 
spectacular nature Norway has to offer. The path goes from the mighty Troll Wall at the 
heart of Romsdal, down along the river Rauma on canoe until we reach the fjord. From there 
the path goes up into the mountains. The Romsdal mountain ridge is one of the most famous 
hikes in the country, and you get to experience it in its prime season. Along the whole path 
you get to learn about Norwegian cultural history and also get a taste of a more urban 
environment. 
 
 
VE06: The North-West passage 

Entry point Bjorli stasjon Static/dynamic Dynamic 

Running water Other water access Terrain Mountainous 

Electricity No access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets No toilet Physical activity Challenging 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required Swimming, Hiking 

Far over the misty mountains cold.  



 

 

To valleys deep and rivers old … 
 
This is a nomadic path crossing the border between two distinct Norwegian biomes. It 
aspires to give its participants a taste of both the highland/inland plateaus and the jagged, 
mountainous north-western fjords. Moving campsite day by day, we travel both by foot and 
by paddle on still or flowing water. 
The changing landscape gives us the opportunity to discuss the fragile nature that surrounds 
us, the changing values of society and the dilemmas of our time. 
If you’re interested in a rewarding, physical path based on traditional Norwegian hiking, 
environmentalist themes, a peak into Norwegian culture and drop-dead-gorgeous views, 
then this might just be the path for you. 
 
Average physical condition, well-trodden shoes and high spirits are advantageous. Please 
pack modestly for ease of transport, but be prepared for cold (freezing) and moisture, day, 
and night. 
 
 
VE07: Traditional scouting in Norway 

Entry point Silsethytta Static/dynamic Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Mountainous 

Electricity Access to electicity Sleeping Indoors 

Toilets Water toilet Physical activity Moderate 

Accessibility quiet room Experience required Swimming, Hiking 

In the mountains by the northwest coast of Norway is a traditional cabin by a lake. 
“Silsethytta” is a spacious cabin with enough room to fit everyone who wants to sleep inside, 
and there is also some space outside the cabin, suited for tents. 
 
The path will have activities surrounding the lake. Every participant will have the chance to 
go through the following activities, one each day; Hiking, canoeing, raft building, and hosting 
local visitors. We will offer local families the chance to visit and experience activities such as 
stilt walking, bow and arrow shooting, learning about knots, and making Norwegian waffles. 
If participants have suggestions for other activities we can host for locals, then we will gladly 
accommodate them. 
You will have free time in the evening, to socialize and relax. This path is a Norwegian scout 
experience from start to finish. 
 
 
VE08: Coastal life: Among fjords and mountains 

Entry point Sæbø, Ørsta Static/dynamic Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Sea/Coast 

Electricity Access to electricity Sleeping Indoors 

Toilets Water toilet Physical activity Moderate 

Accessibility Sight, hearing Experience required Swimming, Hiking 



 

 

Discover the deep fjords and steep mountains of the Norwegian West Coast! We will be 
staying in the countryside of the area Sunnmøre, with easy access to life on the fjord, hiking 
in the mountains and sleeping under the stars.  
 
We will explore the Norwegian culture as well as the nature, and learn about how the 
majestic nature in rural parts of Norway shaped the lives of those who lived there (and still 
do). Like people before, and now, we will use the fjords as a means of transport during this 
path, and we are going to experience what the elements and the nature has to offer. We will 
also learn about each others cultures, during activities such as fishing, cooking, hiking, 
campfires, singing, playing and learning! We look forward to getting to know you better at the 
Roverway 2024, welcome to Sunnmøre. 
 
 
VE09: Down by the sea! 

Entry point Moa Trafikkterminal Static/dynamic Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Sea/Coast 

Electricity Access to electicity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Water toilet Physical activity Challenging 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required Swimming, Hiking 

There will be 3 paths at the same location. One day you will be hiking a local mountain. Another day 
you will be using small boats by a small island (Dyrøya). That day you will also do the service project, 
which is chopping logs for sale. One of the days you will also get to try disc golf nearby the school. 
 
 
VE11: The Atlantic Experience 

Entry point Tueneset, Ålesund Static/dynamic Static 

Running water Other water access Terrain Sea/Coast 

Electricity No access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Moderate 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required Swimming, Hiking 

Welcome to Ålesund, one of the most beautiful port cities in Europe.  
On this path we will experience the city’s closeness to the Atlantic from the mountains, and 
from the heart of the Art Nouveau city, as well as from our very own camp.  
 
With a blend of urban and natural activities we hope to show off both our city, and our own 
way of scouting. Campfires by the sea, magnificent views from the mountains, exploring the 
city, making new friends and sharing culture and history are just some of the things we look 
forward to this summer.  
 
 
VE13: A true Norwegian trip 

Entry point Bergen lufthavn Flesland, 
Flyplassvegen 555, 5258 
Bergen 

Static/dynamic 

Dynamic 



 

 

Running water Other water access Terrain Sea/Coast 

Electricity Access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Moderate 

Accessibility quiet room Experience required Swimming 

Imagine paddling through the Norwegian crystal clear sea, climbing mountains with majestic 
views, fishing for the biggest catches, and swimming in Norwegian clean sea. And sleeping 
under the stars on an island in a tent in Fitjar municipality, it really is an experience of a 
lifetime! And don't forget the Norwegian dishes, taste the delicious flavors that the country 
has to offer. To get to the island we have to take a bus and ferry to Fitjar municipality and 
from there we will paddle to the island. 
 
 
VE14: The valley of Aurland 

Entry point Finse stasjon Static/dynamic Dynamic 

Running water Natural water access Terrain Mountainous 

Electricity Access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Very challenging 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required Hiking 

Hike the wild Aurlandsdalen Valley. Aurlandsdalen valley is one of the most beautiful and 
popular hikes in the area around Flåm. The almost 50 km long valley from Finse to 
Vassbygdi in Aurland is often called Norway's answer to the Grand Canyon. Comparable or 
not, at least the last stretch from Østerbø to Vassbygdi is a trip all outdoor enthusiasts 
should do at least once in their lifetime. We start from Finse and walk all the way, we will use 
4 days. 
 
The Aurlandsdalen valley is a demanding hike, and you should be used to hiking in varied 
terrain and in good physical shape before you start. Feel free to bring walking poles to 
relieve your knees. You need to carry your personal backpack all days, good rainclothes, 
sleeping bag is required. We sleep in tents, and are in the nature whole week. 
 
 
SV01: All in! 

Entry point Haugesund flyplass (airport), 
Helganesvegen 350, 4262 
Avaldsnes 

Static/dynamic 

Static 

Running water Other water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity Access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Moderate 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required Hiking 

This path is all about Norwegian scouting on a regional level as you get to participate at a 
regional scout camp by the name "Helt med" (All in). You and the other path participants get 
to build your own campsite, go on a hike in breathtaking Norwegian nature and make many 
Norwegian scout friends of all ages! Throughout the week there will be many opportunities to 



 

 

experience what Norwegian scouting entails and give Norwegian scouts a taste of your own 
scouting traditions. The campsite is located in the small village of Vats, which is only a 
couple of hours away from the Central campsite of Roverway. Hope to see you, your patrol 
and your path at the camp! 
 
 
SV02: Horve 2 

Entry point Unnamed Road, 4308, 
Sandnes 

Static/dynamic 
Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity Access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Moderate 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required no special skills required 

During this path you’ll experience Norwegian nature by both canoeing in still waters and 
hiking in the closeby mountains. The campsite of this path is at the site of one of the scout 
cabins in the region. Here you’ll get to test your skills with some old-school pioneering and 
other types of crafts to train your creative minds. In the evening you can light up a fire with 
your new friends or play card games inside the cabin. Just like your perfect Norwegian scout 
cabin trip! 
 
 
SV03: Lysefjorden - Frafjord 

Entry point Preikestolen BaseCamp, 
Preikestolvegen 521, 4105 
Jørpeland 

Static/dynamic 

Dynamic 

Running water Natural water access Terrain Mountainous 

Electricity No access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets No toilet Physical activity Challenging 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required Hiking 

This path takes place in Lysefjorden, a famous beautiful fjord known for its iconic landmarks. 
The journey begins at Baroniet cabin. Here we will have the Opening Night, where we will 
get to know each other and have fun. The next day, we will hike to the famous Preikestolen 
(Pulpit Rock) with its panoramic viewpoint. From here we will travel to Flørli, where we will 
ascend Flørlitrappene and continue our hike to Månafossen (Mån Waterfall).  
On this path you will experience some of the most famous views in Norway.  
This is a medium/challenging hike with a lot of climbs. 
 
 
SV07: Camp 773  

Entry point Foreneset 1, 4105 Jørpeland Static/dynamic Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity Access to electicity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Water toilet Physical activity Moderate 



 

 

Accessibility movement, quiet room Experience required no special skills required 

During this path you’ll experience one of the national campsites of Norwegian Scout and 
guide association, where you’ll have the opportunity to hike the beautiful Norwegian 
mauntains, canoe in the clear water. You will also do puzzles and collaborative activities with 
your fellow scouts. You also will experience the city of Jørpeland and the island of 
Jørpelandsholmen.  
 
SV09: Lio 

Entry point Lio speiderhytte, 4380 Hauge i 
Dalane 

Static/dynamic 
Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity Access to electicity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Moderate 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required no special skills required 

 
Lio is a campsite with long traditions going back to 1950. Here you’ll get to experience the 
area of Sokndal in the south of Norway. We will be spending our days on path hiking in the 
forests and mountains in the area, doing team-building activities and games and doing an 
old school Norwegian dugnad. In the evenings we will be spending time around the 
campfire, having an international evening and making new friends. 
It is a 1,6 km hike to the campsite that you need to carry all your gear up. 
 
 
SØ01: Skinnvegen, a hike through Norwegian culture and nature. 

Entry point Harstadberg, Valle Static/dynamic Dynamic 

Running water Natural water access Terrain Mountainous 

Electricity No access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Very challenging 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required Hiking 

Welcome to a path for those who want a little challenge.  
We can offer a taste of Norwegian outdoor culture. The route passes over Vestheiene and 
ends at Lysebotn. As a participant you will hike through beautiful norwegian scenery, with 
steep hills and deep lakes. You will pass by patches of snow and inland beaches. On the 
boat ride from the path you may enjoy the sight of Preikestolen from below. Words are not 
enough to describe the scenery properly, you have to experience it.  
 
The path consists of five legs, each of them about 13 to 15 km. Expect alot of walking up hill, 
and challenging trails. With that in mind, you shall still be able to walk with everything you 
need for the path, on your back. There will not be opertunerties to change your mind during 
the hike. Accomodation will mostly happen in whatever shelter you bring along. Be aware 
that the temerature may creep down to 0 degrees celsius during nighttime. We recommend 
using comon sense, we will do our best to give you advice in advance and under the path.  
 



 

 

Those who choose to join us will get many expiriences worth remembering, and quite 
possibly new friends.  
 
 
SØ02: The South Coast of Norway 

Entry point Øygårdsdalen, Grimstad Static/dynamic Static 

Running water Natural water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity Access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Moderate 

Accessibility quiet room Experience required Swimming 

Experience the beautiful south of Norway through fun activities both on land and water. Fun 
activities such as canoeing, day hikes, campfires and our own take on a triathlon are all part 
of the program for this mini cozy camp. All of this will take place in a beautiful field area 
along a lake, where we will spend the nights in tents. The path will be four days filled with 
lots of fun and social activities. It will be a great way to meet people and learn about local 
and international cultures. The path is very easy, and none of the activities require any 
special knowledge or expertise. We are looking forward to meeting and getting to know you! 
We'll see you in 2024 for the most amazing camp yet! 
 
 
SØ03: Hovden 

Entry point Hegni 1, 4755 Hovden Static/dynamic Dynamic 

Running water Natural water access Terrain Mountainous 

Electricity No access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Very challenging 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required Swimming, Hiking 

Welcome to Hovden, a high and lovely alpine village south in Norway. This path will take you 
on an adventure in the beautiful mountains of Norway. You will walk and set camp in the 
highlands. Most of the days will give you a long hike, and you should expect a lot of walking. 
You can also get to experience old history, culture of the village of Hovden, canoes, 
swimming in the lakes, mountaineering, traditional games and the norwegian “right to roam”. 
This is a challenging path which will require that you could walk 10-20 km a day. Join us if 
you want to become a true viking. 
 
 
SØ04: Sailing around South Cape 

Entry point Ternevig båthavn, Kristiansand 
S 

Static/dynamic 
Static 

Running water Other water access Terrain Sea/Coast 

Electricity No access to electricity Sleeping Boat 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Moderate 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required Swimming 



 

 

This Path will take place along the coast of southern Norway. You will be assigned to a boat 
that you will crew all the way to the main camp in Stavanger. We will live, sleep and eat 
aboard the boats, and the goal is that you will learn a lot about sailing, as well as 
seamanship and coastal culture along the way.  
 
The Path starts in the city of Kristiansand, and we will sail along the coast until we reach the 
main camp in Stavanger. Sail training will be the main part of this Path, so you will learn a lot 
about crewing a sailing vessel. Along the way we plan to stop by several of the coastal cities 
and we will be travelling along the beautiful southern Norwegian coast. You get to 
experience a sailors life, with work, shanty singning and seamanship. One important thing if 
you want to choose this path is that you do need to be proficient in swimming.  
 
We hope you want to join us for a great time at sea, learning new skills and making new 
friends.  
 
SØ05: 1. Lyngdal Couch Camping 

Entry point Lyngdal rutebilstasjon Static/dynamic Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity Access to electricity Sleeping Tent 

Toilets Water toilet Physical activity Moderate 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required no special skills required 

 
On this path the participants will get to experience the typical Norwegian! The days on our 
path will consist of small hikes in the local forests around the campsite, canoeing in Lynga, 
tasting Norwegian food and visits to a local farm and a national wilderness center for 
Kvåsfossen. We will end the path with a group trip to the fantastic Skrelia on Friday. Other 
things you can look forward to are a fairytale-themed movie night, the international night and 
a volleyball tournament. Join us in Lyngdal! 
 
 
 
SØ06: Paddling around in Helleviga 

Entry point Helleviga Naturskole, 4643 
Kristiansand 

Static/dynamic 
Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity No access to electricity Sleeping Tent, shelter 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Moderate 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required Swimming 

 
Spend your days experiencing Sørlandsidyll - the idyllic feeling of Southern Norway. We will 
be sleeping in tents and permanent shelters in a nature park. The surrounding nature is 
diverse with forests, rocky cliffs, beaches and crags which we will use the days discovering. 
We will be paddling in canoes, doing smaller hikes in the area, going swimming or just dip 



 

 

our toes, making food directly on the fire and enjoying campfires at night. Join us enjoying 
life and nature and the Sørlandsidyll! 
 
 
SØ07: Nature retreat in Søgne 

Entry point Langenesveien 79, 4643 
Søgne 

Static/dynamic 
Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity No access to electricity Sleeping Tent, shelter 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Moderate 

Accessibility no special accessibility Experience required Swimming 

This path will take place right next to the calm and secluded Donevann in Søgne. We will be 
sleeping in shelters and tents at a static campsite right by the water and enjoy the long 
summer days doing hiking and water activities such as canoeing, rowing and swimming. 
One of the days we will be hiking around the water of Donevannet, a simple five km walk 
through the leafy forests that will take us out to the archipelagoes of the south coast. We will 
try both canoeing through canoe orienteering and some rowing and the evenings will be 
spent next to the fire together with our new friends. 
 
SØ08: WOSM - Environmental change 

Entry point Møllevannsveien 52, 4617 
Kristiansand 

Static/dynamic 
Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Urban 

Electricity Access to electicity Sleeping Indoors 

Toilets Water toilet Physical activity Easy 

Accessibility movement, quiet room Experience required no special skills required 

Immerse yourself in the wonders of nature with the European Earth Tribe. In this path, 
participants will focus on exploring and preserving biodiversity and other aspects of 
environmental sustainability. Through engaging workshops and discussions, participants will 
harness their passion for nature to develop and implement local meaningful actions. 
 
Expect an immersive experience that encourages scouts to identify and address specific 
environmental challenges. Utilizing a data-based approach, participants will learn to make 
informed decisions that contribute to the conservation of nature. Engage in hands-on 
projects to cultivate a deeper connection to the environment, fostering a sense of 
responsibility for positive environmental change. 
 
 
SØ09: WOSM - Sustainability  

Entry point Kringsjåvegen 99, 4707 
Vennesla 

Static/dynamic 
Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Forest 

Electricity Access to electricity Sleeping Tent 



 

 

Toilets Compost toilet Physical activity Easy 

Accessibility movement, quiet room Experience required no special skills required 

Embark on a sustainability journey with the European Earth Tribe. In this path, participants 
are able to channel their passion for sustainable development into creating a community 
impact. Through interactive workshops and discussions, participants will identify local 
sustainability issues and community needs, and eventually work in hands-on projects to turn 
ideas into meaningful actions. 
 
Discover how to address specific sustainability challenges within communities, gaining 
practical skills in teamwork and effective communication. By the end, participants will not 
only contribute to local sustainability but also develop leadership skills and a deeper 
understanding of their role in creating positive environmental change. 
 
 
SØ10: WOSM - Impact of scouting 

Entry point Repstadveien 70, 4640 Søgne Static/dynamic Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Urban 

Electricity Access to electricity Sleeping Indoors 

Toilets Water toilet Physical activity Easy 

Accessibility movement, quiet room Experience required no special skills required 

Get ready for an unforgettable journey! The "Impact of Scouting" path awaits, promising a 
unique blend of physical and psychological adventures that will leave a lasting impression on 
all who embark on this transformative experience. 
This path goes beyond the usual hiking, canoeing, swimming, and sightseeing; it invites you 
to delve deep into introspection. Together, we'll explore how Scouting has shaped us as 
individuals, uncovering the valuable skills it has instilled in us, and reflecting on the values 
and mindsets we've adopted through our Scouting journey. 
But it doesn't stop there. We'll also ponder the broader impact of Scouting on our 
communities and institutions, with a shared commitment to creating a better world. Our 
promise is not just a pledge but a journey, and this path will be the canvas where we paint 
the picture of that promise coming to life. 
So, pack your curiosity, bring your enthusiasm, and join us on a path that goes beyond the 
trails – a path of self-discovery, camaraderie, and the profound Impact of Scouting. 
 
 
SØ11: WOSM - Path to empowerment 

Entry point Repstadveien 70, 4640 Søgne Static/dynamic Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Urban 

Electricity Access to electricity Sleeping Indoors 

Toilets Water toilet Physical activity Easy 

Accessibility movement, quiet room Experience required no special skills required 

Embark on the transformative 'Path to Empowerment,' where you won't simply follow a 
predefined route – instead, you'll be an active co-creator, shaping your unique journey 



 

 

alongside fellow participants. Nestled in the heart of Norway's stunning landscapes, this path 
invites you to immerse yourself in an adventure that combines the beauty of nature with the 
development of leadership skills. 
Together, you’ll navigate uncharted terrains which will foster teamwork, resilience and 
personal growth. Join us for a once-in-a-lifetime experience where you'll not only discover 
the awe-inspiring landscapes of Norway but also uncover new dimensions of your potential. 
On the 'Path to Empowerment,' your journey is more than just a trail; it's a collaborative and 
empowering experience. 
 
SØ12: WOSM - Mental Health and wellbeing 

Entry point Odderhei 1, 4639 Kristiansand Static/dynamic Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Urban 

Electricity Access to electricity Sleeping Indoors/ tent 

Toilets Water toilet Physical activity Easy 

Accessibility movement, quiet room Experience required no special skills required 

"Understanding Self," an immersive self-discovery Roverway Path. This transformative 
experience empowers participants to embrace their authentic selves, navigate life's 
challenges, and build meaningful connections. The Path is carefully crafted to help 
participants embark on a journey of self-discovery, empowerment, and connection. We will 
work on self-awareness, cultivate essential life skills, develop mindsets to take active 
responsibility for themselves, introduce self-discovery techniques and tools, connect as a 
group and have fun while making this transformative journey. Join us on this exciting journey 
of self-discovery and personal growth!" 
 
SØ13: WOSM - Leadership 

Entry point Abraham Berges gate 18, 
4580 Lyngdal 

Static/dynamic 
Static 

Running water Tap water access Terrain Urban 

Electricity Access to electricity Sleeping Indoors/ tent 

Toilets Water toilet Physical activity Easy 

Accessibility movement, quiet room Experience required no special skills required 

Join us on the WOSM Leadership Path, where adventure and active citizenship combine. In 
the heart of some of the world’s most beautiful landscapes, we will explore what it means to 
be an active member of the Scout community and how you can contribute to creating a 
better world. Coupled with a healthy dose of nature and adventure, we will learn about the 
national and international decision-making processes and structures in Scouting and explore 
what it takes for you to get involved. Prepare yourself for a journey of self-reflection and 
discovery, celebrating your competencies and potential, and delve into your personal 
learning path. Expect an immersive, hands-on approach to learning about good governance 
and building inclusive institutions and the role you can play in them balanced with fun, 
friendship, and adventure in the outdoors. 
 


